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A Brief Approach to the Riemann Hypothesis
Over the Lagarias Transformation
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Over the paper of Lagarias [1], for a positive integer n, let σ(n) denote the sum of the positive
integers that divide n. Let Hn denote the nth harmonic number by

Hn =

n∑
n=1

1
n

Does the following inequality hold for all n ≥ 1 where σ(n) is the sum of divisors function?

Hn + ln(Hn)eHn ≥ σ(n)

1 Definition for the solutions

Theorem: First of all, let’s define an imaginary function
as ρ(n), and know that this function is the sum of the elements
which are not dividable being the result is an integer in a func-
tion as nHn; so according to this definition, it becomes as the
following.

Hn =
σ(n) + ρ(n)

n
By using the equation, Hn + ln(Hn)eHn ≥ σ(n) inequality

turns into (1).

Hn + ln(Hn)eHn ≥ nHn − ρ(n) (1)

Hn + ln(Hn)eHn ≥ nHn − ρ(n) (2)

If it is edited, it becomes (3) over (3a).

ln(Hn)eHn + ρ(n)
n − 1

≥ Hn (3)

ln(Hn)eHn ≥ nHn − Hn − ρ(n) (3a)

Condition: Right this point, assume that, the actual in-
equality is not as (3) but it is (4).

eHn

n
≥ Hn (4)

On (3), actually the numerator is always bigger than eHn ,
and also if the divisor was n− 1, this would increase the possi-
bility of to be greater than Hn of the division; so for the worst

possibility, let’s use this as (4). This final inequality is true for
any n ≥ 1 integer, and so as it is for the worst possibility, it
means that for greater n values, accuracy of the main inequal-
ity increases; but how we can prove it?

2 Conclusion

I have been working about some unknown problems for a
time [2]. Also a short time ago I supposed that I found a so-
lution out to the Riemann Hypothesis; but I noticed that there
is a stupid mistake; so, I want to only publish a very simple
approach.
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